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Abstract
The direct Fast Fourier Transform method is very attractive for its simplicity and
speed in generating multidimensional random fields. This thesis describes an efficient
FFT method for generating multivariate multidimensional random fields based on
the alternative spectral representation. Generation of a multivariate random field is
simplified by the use of the spectral factorization function. The new method generates
two statistically uncorrelated random fields in a single transform by taking advantage
of the complex algebra of the FFT. Details of discrete implementation and parameter
selection are discussed. The multivariate random field generator is used to generate
a pair of cross-correlated random velocity fields in a porous medium. These fields
conserve mass and reproduce the correct ensemble covariance and cross-covariance
functions determined from a linerized theoretical analysis. A number of examples are
used to show the flexibility of the current method which is also useful in many other
applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A multidimensional random field generator provides synthetic realizations of random
fields, which can serve as inputs to stochastic models used to analyze natural vari-
ability. For example, multiple realizations of hydraulic conductivity fields are needed
for Monte Carlo studies of head and velocity variability in groundwater flow; and of
concentration variability and macrodispersion in the groundwater transport. Stochas-
tic modeling with synthetically generated random fields is useful for characterizing
many types of spatially variable processes. These may include rainfall distributions
in surface hydrology [Mejia and Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1974], and wind velocity in ocean
engineering [Shinozuka and Jan, 1972], etc.
Since generation of a multidimensional random field can be computationally expen-
sive, the efficient generation of random fields is a topic of current interest in many
disciplines. A number of methods for generating two or three dimensional random
fields are discussed in the hydrologic literature. The nearest neighbors method re-
quires numerical matrix inversion and is limited to random fields with exponential
type covariance structure [Smith and Freeze, 1979a,b; Smith and Schwartz, 1981].
The direct Cholesky decomposition method generates a spatially distributed random
field by decomposing its covariance matrix into upper and lower triangular matri-
ces, and then multiplying the lower triangular matrix by a sequence of independent
independent discrete random variables. This method is ideal for small problems dis-
cretized on grids of a few hundred points. But, as with the nearest neighbor method,
Cholesky decomposition requires a large amount of storage and becomes very compu-
tationally demanding even for a medium size grid with a few thousand points [Davis,
1987].
The conditional kriging method generates a discrete random field sequentially, con-
ditioning each grid value on neighboring values. [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978, Del-
homme, 1978, Hernandez, 1991]. This method uses relatively little storage and is
capable of generating random fields on a grid with tens of thousands of points. The
calculation of the kriging coefficients requires an explicit form for the covariance func-
tion. A spectrally based random field generator is better in situations where spectral
density functions are readily available but covariance functions are difficult to derive.
The spectrally based turning bands method [Mantaglou and Wilson 1982, Tompson
et. al. 1989] is a very efficient and popular technique for generating multi-dimensional
random fields. The random field value at any location is a linear combination of values
generated along lines which are distributed either randomly or uniformly over a unit
p-dimensional sphere, where p is the dimension of the computational domain. The line
processes are generated with a one dimensional Fourier transform method based on a
line spectrum derived from the multidimensional input spectral density function. A
random field generated by the turning bands method may exhibit undesirable artifacts
unless the distribution of lines is carefully chosen. This effectively limits the turning
bands method to the generation of isotropic fields on low aspect ratio grids.
Multivariate stationary random field generation has only recently been considered
in the hydrologic literature. Mantaglou [1987] extended the spectral turning bands
method to multivariate applications. For the most part, this multivariate algorithm,
like the univariate version, should only be used to generate isotropic random fields.
This limitation excludes some important applications, such as the generation of ran-
dom velocity fields, which are typically anisotropic. The spatially based co-kriging
method can generate anisotropic cross-correlated random fields [Rubin 1991, Bellin
et al. 1993]. This method has many of the merits of the univariate kriging method
discussed earlier, but the calculation of kriging coefficients from cross-correlated co-
variance functions can be algebraically complicated and computationally demanding
for two or three dimensional problems. Bellin et al. [1993] reports that a few hours
of IBM RISC/6000 CPU time is needed to compute the kriging coefficients for a pair
of cross-correlated velocity fields in two dimensional space.
The direct Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is discussed as a univariate method by
Gutjhar [1989]. The FFT makes the random field generation algorithm computation-
ally competitive, and it is able to generate large anisotropic random fields with high
aspect ratios on a regular grid. Robin et al. [1993] developed a multivariate FFT
algorithm based on the spectral representation of a multivariate random field. This
algorithm is able to produce cross-correlated random fields. However, it depends on
a symbolic spectral decomposition which can be difficult to carry out for general mul-
tidimensional multivariate problems. In this thesis we propose a different FFT-based
multivariate method. It is based on a simple multidimensional multivariate random
field representation which expresses the Fourier increment explicitly as a product of
a spectral factorization function and a complex random phase angle process. It also
generates two statistically uncorrelated multivariate fields in a single FFT operation.
This improves computational efficiency by a factor of two as compared to the FFT
method of Robin et al.
In the next section we discuss the continuous formulation of our multivariate random
field generator. In the implementation section which follows we discuss the details of
discretization and provide a set of simple rules for selecting algorithmic parameters
which minimize both truncation and discretization errors. In the example section, we
show a few random field realizations for hydraulic conductivity and velocity fields.
We also investigate the statistical convergence of the covariance function and two grid
mass balance measures for a pair of spatially cross-correlated velocity fields in two
dimensional space. The conclusion section discusses the possible future applications
of our efficient multivariate multidimensional random field generator.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Development
2.1 The multidimensional spectral representation
for a real random vector function
In this section we discuss the generation of random fields using spectrally based meth-
ods in a continuum. A multivariate zero mean random field Y(x) in p-dimensional
space can be represented by a Fourier-Stieltjes integral over the random Fourier in-
crement dZy(k)[Lumley and Panosky, 1964, Priestley, 1981]:
Y(x) = e'k-xdZy(k)
00
(2.1)
where Y(x) and dZy(k) are vectors form with the superscript T representing the
transpose operation:
Y(x) = [Yi(x), Y2(x),... ,Y,(x)]
dZy(k) = [dZy,(k),dZy2(k),... ,dZy.(k)] T  (2.2)
The Fourier increment dZy, (k) = dZyi (k + dk) - dZyi (k) associated with a univariate
random field Yi(x) is a complex function of k which can be viewed as the continuous
counterpart to the coefficients of a random Fourier series. It has a zero mean and
is uncorrelated with the dZy,(k') at different wave numbers k' f k [Priestley, 1981,
p24 5]:
E[dZy(k)] = 0 (2.3)
E[dZy,(k)dZ ;(k)] = 0 for k: #k'
where the superscript 'Y' indicates the complex conjugate. Every univariate random
field Yi(x) has a stationary covariance function Rii(ý), and any two random fields
Yi(x) and Yj(x) have a stationary cross-covariance function R 3j(ý). Correspondingly,
a real vector random field Y(x) has a real positive definite matrix covariance function
R(ý), which is also stationary because it is only a function of the spatial separation
vector (:
R(~ i R11(() Rim(ý)
R(C) = " " (2.4)
The matrix spectral density function S(k) is the Fourier transform of the matrix co-
variance function R(ý). S(k) is in general complex, except for the diagonal univariate
spectral density functions S;i(k), which are always real and even if the Y2(x) are real.
S(k) is also Hermitian, i.e., S(k) is equal to the transpose of its complex conjugate
[Priestley, 1981]:
S11(k) ...
S(k) = " -
SSm,(k) ...
The second moments of the vector Fourier
S(k) as follows:
Sim(k)
• = sT*(k)
S,,im(k)
(2.5)
increment are related to the elements of
E[dZyi(k)dZyj(k)*] = Sij(k)dk (2.6)
E [dZyi(k)dZyj(k')*]=O k c-k' i,j=1,...,m (2.7)
This is the multivariate version of the orthogonality property of random Fourier in-
crements [Priestley, 1981, p246].
2.2 The spectral factorization function of the ma-
trix spectral density function
We can use the properties of the spectral representation to suggest an algorithm for
generating a random function with a specified spectral density function or, equiva-
lently, a specified covariance structure. Suppose that we express the complex Fourier
increment dZy(k) as the product of a real unit weight white noise process p(k) and
a deterministic function zi(k):
dZy, (k)
where E[p(k)p*(k')]
= p(k)zi(k)dk
= 6(k - k') (2.8)
where zi(k) is selected such that it satisfies the following relationship:
Syiyj(k) = zi(k)z*(k) ij = 1,... (2.9)
Note that zi(k) may be complex. We define the right side of ( 2.9) as the spectral
factorization form of S1j(k). In this representation the randomness of dZy,(k) comes
entirely from its amplitude p(k). The phase angle is a deterministic quantity that
depends only on zi(k). If ( 2.8) is substituted into ( 2.1), the result is:
Y(x) = f ekx'dZyj(k) = e'k.xp(k)zi(k)dkOO -oo (2.10)
The representation ( 2.10) has zero mean and it also gives the desired covariance as
can be seen from the following expression:
E[Yi(k)Yj(k)] = E[ j eFk'xp(k)zi(k)e-ik'x'p(k')zj(k')dkdk']
= e'k.(x-x')Sij(k)dk = Rij(x - x')
-00 (2.11)
The second equality in this expression relies on ( 2.8) and ( 2.9).
The function zi(k) used in the spectral factorization is not unique. For example, a
widely used univariate spectral density function is:
a
2
S(k) = bb2 + k2 (2.12)
where k2 = k-k and a, b are real numbers. Two possible spectral factorizations for
this univariate spectral density function S(k) are:
z(k) = b + /k
z(k) = 2 (2.13)b=2 + k2
If every entry in the spectral density matrix S(k) in ( 2.5) is replaced by its corre-
sponding spectral factorization, it can be shown that S(k) is equal to a product of
the column vector z(k) = [zi(k),zz2(k),..., zm(k)]T and z*(k):
S(k) = z(k)z*(k) T  (2.14)
The spectral representation of ( 2.10) and the spectral factorization of ( 2.9) can be
used to generate multivariate correlated random functions. In practice, the white
noise process p(k) is approximated by a series of independent random variables eval-
uated at discrete wave numbers. The random function Yi(k) is obtained by taking the
Fourier transform of the product p(k)zi(k). The spectral factorization function may
be derived directly from the matrix spectral density function S(k), or by accounting
for any physical relationships that may exist between the dependent vector variable
Y(x) and an independent vector variable X(x). If the relationship between Y(x) and
X(x) is linear, the spectral increment of Y(x) may be written as follows:
dZy(k) = T(k)dZx(k) (2.15)
where T(k) is a known deterministic transfer function matrix. The function zy (k) can
be derived by multiplying the Fourier increment in ( 2.15) with its complex conjugate,
and then by identifying zy(k) and zx(k) from ( 2.9) after taking the expectation on
both sides:
zy(k)z*(k)T = T(k)zx(k)zI(k) T T*(k)T
zy(k) = T(k)zx(k) (2.16)
For example, a transfer function relating the Fourier increment of groundwater veloc-
ity to log hydraulic conductivity may be derived from linearized version of the two
dimensional groundwater flow equation and Darcy's law [Gelhar and Axness, 1983].
In this case, (2.16) becomes:
zv(k) Tv(k) z(k) = [ KGJ 2/nk Zf(k) (2.17)[ zv,(k) KGJk k /nk
where KG is the geometric mean, n is the porosity and J is the mean hydraulic
gradient. The function zf(k) is obtained from the spectral factorization of the log
hydraulic conductivity.
2.3 The alternative spectral representation using
a random phase angle process
Since the white noise process p(k) in ( 2.8) is real and the function zi(k) is generally
complex, the spectral representation ( 2.10) may be split into real and imaginary
parts as follows:
Yi(x) = eik'Xp(k)(zRi(k) + izzi(k))dk
os(kx)(k)z(k)dk- in(k x)(k)z(k)dk (.18)
= cos(k -x)p(k)zRi(k)dk - sin(k -x)p(k)z1 i(k)dk (2.18)
-00-o
The imaginary part of this equation must disappear in order for Yj(x) to be real.
In particular, if Y(x) is to be real in a one dimensional representation, p(k)zRi(k)
must be even and p(k)zzj(k) must be odd. This is generally not true unless the
random process p(k) is constrained to be even or odd in k. A further complication
is introduced when both zRi(k) and z1i(k) are even, since no p(k) can give an even
p(k)zRi(k) and an odd p(k)zii(k) at the same time. The requirement that Y2(x) be
real limits the zi(k) that can be used. In addition it is common to have a real z(k).
We can use ( 2.18) to show that a real zi(k) corresponds to an even Yi(x) in x, which
causes undesirable periodicity. Similar considerations apply in multiple dimensions,
where the constraint that Yj(k) must be real implies that only a subset of all possible
zi(k) are qualified to serve as input functions. It also implies that p(k) and Yj(k)
must satisfy certain symmetry properties when the function zi(k) is real, which means
that most of the values of YE(k) produced by the random field generator are mirror
images of values in a subset of the computational domain. This leads to inefficient
use computer of storage which consequently limits the size of that random fields that
can be generated.
It is possible to develop an alternative spectral representation which avoids the above
problems. Suppose that we express the Fourier increment as the product of a random
function eLO(k) and the function z(k):
dZy(k) = et'(k)z(k)dk (2.19)
where 0(k) is a real random phase angle which is distributed uniformly between
[0, 21r] at any given wave number k. Moreover, the phase angles at two different wave
numbers k' 7 k are uncorrelated:
E[O(k)9(k')] = 0 (2.20)
The random field Yj(k) obtained from the representation of ( 2.19) is now complex
with real part YRi(x) and imaginary part Yli(x):
Y(x) = YRi(x) + tYzi(x) = e&k'xdZyj(k) = f e[k'x+O(k)]zi(k)dk (2.21)
If we expand the right hand side of ( 2.21), we can identify the real and the imaginary
parts of Y1(x) as:
= • [cos(kx +
-oo
-OO
0(k))zRi(k) - sin(kx + 0(k))ziX(k)]dk
0(k))zRi(k) + cos(kx + 8(k))zzi(k)]dk
In Appendix A we show that ( 2.22) satisfies the following covariance relationship:
(2.23)
E[YRi(x1)YRj(x2)]
E[Yug(xl)YRj(x2)]
= E[YI~(xl)YRj(x 2 )] = 0 i,j = 1, ... , m
= E[Yli(xl)Ylj(x 2 )] = 1/2Rij(xi - x2)
This indicates that the real and imaginary parts of Yi(x) in ( 2.24) are uncorrelated
random functions which both have the desired covariance properties. There is no need
to constrain zi(k) in ( 2.19), or to require the random phase angle e,e(k) to satisfy
any artificial symmetry conditions. The random fields generated by the alternative
representation are not duplicated in different parts of computational domain, even
when zi(k) is real. In summary, the alternative spectral representation of ( 2.19)
achieves efficiency by taking advantage of complex algebra in the Fourier transform
without requiring Yj(k) in ( 2.21) to be real. In the next section, we will convert
YRi(x)
Yii(x) (2.22)
(2.24)
E[YR;(x)] = E[Yji(x)] = 0,
the continuous formulation to a discrete form and discuss the implementation issues
involved in the discrete generation of a multivariate random field.
Chapter 3
Discrete Implementation
In this chapter we discuss the implementation issues involved in the discrete gener-
ation of random fields. In order to generate a random field, we need first to con-
vert the independent variables x E [-oo, oo] in the continuous spatial domain and
k E [-oo, oo] in the continuous wave number domain to finite discrete variables *
and k defined on appropriate computational grids. We then need to express the alter-
native spectral representation ( 2.21) in terms of * and k. The discrete random field
representation is a Fourier transform of the corresponding discrete Fourier increment.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is used because of its computational
efficiency. A discrete FFT requires properly chosen discrete parameters to insure
that the resulting random field has a correct discrete ensemble covariance function,
which follows our discussions of the implementation of the FFT and of the selection
of discrete parameters.
3.1 The discrete approximation of the alternative
spectral representation
We define the discrete
uniform grid spacing in
where
variables X and k on p-dimensional rectangular grids with
each of p directions:
= k,, , kp]1
= [xiC 2,...,•]
= njAkj
= mjAxzj
Nj Nj
- .2 +1, .,-1,0,1,. '2 '
- N +1, ..,-1,0, 1,-. j= 1,.",p (3.1)
2 +2'
where Nj is the number of grid points in the jth direction for both the spatial and
wave number grids; and Ak1 and Azx are the corresponding spatial and wave number
intervals.
The maximum discrete wave number K Ma" = NjAkj/2 is defined as the Nyquist
wave number and has units of radians per meter. It is inversely related to the spatial
grid spacing Axj as follows:
j Mar = ir/Ax1 (3.2)
A discrete random field generator cannot produce fluctuations at scales smaller than
Axj or at wave number greater than Akj.
The alternative spectral representation in ( 2.21) may be approximated by a p-fold
discrete Rieman sum:
Yk = Y[Axlml,...,AxmP]
N1/2 N,/2
E Z el(akein m A 1mm,-*,eAkpnpAxep mP)dZy [Akin, .., Akpn,]
N==-N//2+1 N,=-N,/2+1
and the discrete Fourier increment dZy is given by:
dZy [Akin,, Aknp]
= et(Ak1'1'""AknP)z [Akin,, - Akpnp][2 1J Akj]½ (3.3)
i=1
P
The discrete Fourier increment dZy is normalized by [f Akj] in order to retain the
i=1
correct variance for the random field Y2. The discrete phase angle 0f is a uniformly
distributed random variable varying between 0 and 27r, and O• values at different
wave numbers are uncorrelated.
3.2 The discrete Fast Fourier transform imple-
mentations
The discrete random field representation in ( 3.3) is a Fourier summation in p-
dimensional space which may be computed with any discrete Fourier transform al-
gorithm. In practice it is best to use a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) because it
significantly improves computational efficiency. The bit reversal form of the FFT is
a popular algorithm that is available in many software packages [Press et al. 1984,
Matlab, 1992]. This particular form of the FFT requires the number of grid points
Nj in every direction to be an integer power of two. It also requires the arrangement
of the discretized dZy in a special order. The reason for this ordering is explained
as a two-dimensional case in Brigham [1974]. The required order is shown below for
direction 1:
Elements from nl = 0 to nl = N1/2:
dZy [0, Ak2n2, -- ,, Apnp; Ax lmi, -, A,m,p]
dZy [Ak, Ak2n2,- -, Akpnp; ...... ]
dZy[ -Akki Ak2n2, ., k ; ......2
Elements from nl = -N 1/2 + 1 to nl = -1:
N1dZy [(- -+ 1)Ak1, Ak2n,.., ---, Ak ; Axm , -. , Az,m,]2
dZy[-Akl, Ak2n2, .. , Akp,; ...... ]
Similar ordering is required in each of the other p - 1 directions. Most of the available
FFT routines are coded either in one or two dimensional space [Brigham 1974, Press
et al. 1984, Matlab, 1992]. Extension to higher dimensional space is conceptually
straightforward.
3.3 The selection of discrete parameters in the
generation of a random field
The numerical generation of a discrete random field involves selecting proper dis-
cretization parameters. The summation operation described in Eq. ( 3.3) depends on
the discrete wave number domain spacing Akj, spatial domain spacing Axj, and the
number of grid points Nj in both domains, where j = 1, ... ,p. Eq.( 3.2) indicates
that Akj and Axj are related as:
Akj = 27r/NjAxj (3.4)
This leaves two free parameters, Axj and Nj. It is important to note that we need
to consider the values of the maximum wave number KM ~ , the correlation length
Aj and the physical domain size Lj when selecting Axj and Nj. In addition, we use
the criterion that a discrete random field Y* with proper parameters should have a
correct covariance function RI in the discrete space.
In the following discussion two examples are used to explain how to select a set of
discrete parameters Axj and Nj. In these examples an isotropic three dimensional
exponential spectral density function is used. The discrete function zi used here is
obtained from the square root of the spectral density function Si• [Gelhar and Axness,
1983]:
0k 2 V/(2A) 3/2
z(k) = + A(3.5)
where A is the isotropic correlation length, and k2 = k 2 + k2 + k2 . This isotropic
example provides guidelines for selecting discretization parameters Axj and Nj in
the jth direction for anisotropic random field generations.
The actual approximation of the continuous function z(k) is illustrated in Fig. D-1,
where the continuous line of z(k) is replaced by discrete columns of zi each with a
uniform width Ak. There are two potential sources of errors in this approximation,
namely truncation and discretization errors. Truncation error is caused by choos-
ing a small KMao that is unable to sample the complete range where the function
z(k) has significant non-zero numerical values. Discretization error is caused by se-
lecting a large Ak such that the resulting columns could not provide a reasonable
approximation of z(k) in solid line.
A coarse approximation is shown in Fig. D-1. The correlation length A is unity, N = 4,
Az/A = 1.4 and Ak/KMa, = 0.5. It is very clear from the figure that both truncation
and discretization errors are present with this particular parameter set. As a result the
discrete zf only roughly approximates its corresponding continuous function. We can
quantify the degree of the approximation by calculating the area under the discrete
bars, which is about 87% of the total area under the solid lines for z(k). According to
Parseval's theorem [Brigham, 1974] the ensemble variance obtained from a random
field using this discrete zq is 0.75 which is well below the theoretical value of 1.0. We
can improve the above approximation by selecting a bigger N in order to reduce the
truncation error and a smaller Ak in order to reduce the discretization error. Fig. D-2
shows another approximation, where N = 32, Az/A = 0.5 and Ak/KMaa = 0.063. It
appears that it is a better approximation than the previous one. We can check this
by calculating the area under the bars divided by the area under the continuous line,
which is almost identical to the theoretical value of 1.00.
We considered the factor that the ratio Az/A < 1 in selecting a Ax, which is con-
-2
sistent with the physical consideration that at least three grid points are needed to
resolve the fluctuations within one correlation length A. We summarize below the
approximation guidelines for the selection of Azj and Nj in the jth direction for an
anisotropic random field generation:
* Select the spatial grid interval Axj to satisfy the constraint Azj//Aj 1 such
that the K9ja" = 7r/Axj should be large enough to avoid truncation error.
* Make an initial guess for the grid size as N > 16, then compute the area under
the discrete columns normalized by the area of under the continuous line for
z(k). If the normalized area is not 1.00, then incrementally increase Nj until
the area is sufficiently close to one. This Nj servers as a lower bound, insuring
a reasonably small Akj which should avoid discretization error.
* Repeat the above two steps for all p directions.
Chapter 4
Example - Generation of
Hydraulic Conductivity and
Correlated Velocity Fields
In this chapter we use the multivariate random field generator discussed in Chapters
2 and 3 to produce two dimensional hydraulic conductivity and velocity fields. We
then perform a Monte Carlo study to calculate the velocity ensemble statistics in
order to compare with their theoretical values.
Random velocity fields are useful in numerical simulations of groundwater transport
processes where the heterogeneity and uncertainty are important. The FFT method
is well suited for generating cross-correlated velocity fields if the velocity spectral
density functions are known. An approximate expression for this matrix function may
be derived from a linearized version of Darcy's law and the groundwater flow equation.
This expression has been shown to capture the essential features of groundwater flow
through heterogeneous porous media for sufficiently small log hydraulic conductivity
variances [Ababou, 1988].
One of the obvious alternatives for generating cross-correlated velocity fields is to nu-
merically solve the groundwater flow equation using a random hydraulic conductivity
function which is generated by an univariate random field generator. The desired ve-
locity fields can be calculated from Darcy's law by multiplying the random hydraulic
conductivity by numerically derived derivatives of the hydraulic head. No lineariza-
tion is required. The problem with this approach is that errors may be introduced
in the derivative calculations. Bellin et al. [1992] reports that random velocity fields
computed from his flow solver have ensemble variances which differ significantly from
theoretical values when the LnK variance is on the order of 1.5. Also, numerical
solvers for the flow equation may not always converge when the computational grids
and/or LnK variance are large. This is because the system of linear equations to be
solved in the flow model becomes ill-conditioned in these cases.
4.1 The generation of 2-D random hydraulic con-
ductivity fields
The velocity spectral density function used in direct FFT generation depends on an
assumed log hydraulic conductivity spectral density. Figure D-5, D-6 and D-7 show
three hydraulic conductivity realizations which use the exponential, Whittle-A and
Gaussian spectral density functions, respectively. All three realizations are generated
on a a domain of size 64 x 64, an isotropic grid spacing Ax/A = 1/2 and a physical
domain size L/A = 32. The large features in all three figures have similar scales,
which are on the order of the input correlation length. We can further see that the
exponential realization of Fig. D-5 looks more noisy and shows more small variations
within the large features. The Gaussian realization of Fig. D-7, on the other hand,
appears to be dominated by large features. The Whittle-A realization of Fig. D-6 falls
somewhat in between the above two realizations. These results may be explained by
the observation that an exponential spectral density function has more energy at high
wave numbers.
Fig. D-8 shows three more realizations of various horizontal to vertical anisotropy
ratios using the Gaussian spectral density function. The anisotropy ratios Az/Ay from
the top to the bottom are 1, 4 and 16, respectively. As the anisotropy ratio increases,
the major hydraulic conductivity features become more and more stretched in the
x-direction and compressed in the y-direction.
4.2 The generation of 2-D cross-correlated ran-
dom velocity fields
For the purpose of generating cross-correlated random velocity fields, we choose to
use the Whittle-A spectral density function for LnK which has the form [Gelhar and
Aznesss, 1983, Graham and McLaughlin 1989]:
Sff(k) = zf(k)z(k)= - r(a 2  k2  (4.1)ir(a2+ k2)(
where a = ir/4A and k2 = k* + k2. • 2 is the variance for log hydraulic conductivity
field. The factorization for the velocity spectrum can be found from ( 2.17), where:
zf(k) = S (4.2)
Cross-correlated random velocity fields can be generated using ( 2.17), ( 4.2) and
( 2.21). Shaded surface contours of the cross-correlated velocity fields Vx and Vy are
shown in the upper half of Fig. D-9, and the corresponding covariance functions are
displayed in the bottom half of the same figure. The Vx realization on the left has
long features running in the x-direction. This is consistent with the Vx covariance
function, which shows a strong persistence in the x-direction. The Vy realization in
the upper right displays features which are oriented approximately at 450 to the x and
y directions. This is also consistent with the Vy covariance function surface contour.
These results confirm that the physical features of a typical velocity realization are
qualitatively compatible with the corresponding covariance function.
4.3 Ensemble grid divergence and covariance mea-
sures
Graham and McLaughlin [1989] show that every replicate of a continuous random
velocity field generated from a Whittle-A spectral density function has a divergence
of zero at any location (x, y):
OVx(x,y) 8Vy(x, y)
+ = 0 (4.3)
This condition does not, however, hold exactly when a random field is discretized on
a finite grid. It is important to note that the divergence free condition should hold
for a discrete random field in the limit when its grid spacing approaches to zero.
In actual generation of random velocity fields, the mass balance may be character-
ized by the grid divergence, which is in fact a random variable different at each grid
cell. We are interested in the mean and mean square values of the grid divergence.
Ensemble averages of these quantities can be calculated by summing over many re-
alizations of random velocity fields using Monte Carlo simulation. In addition, the
ensemble standard deviation of each quantity about its ensemble mean value may
also be evaluated.
The grid divergence may be interpreted as the net flux crossing the boundaries of a
particular control volume (e.g. a given grid cell). The depth averaged net flux AQgj
in m 2 /s for a grid indexed by its top right node (i,j) can be expressed as:
=1 +
+± {2 •V# + Vý-',j] - +V vZ,1  -1
where VIJ= Vx(iAx,jAy) Vy,3 Vy(iAx,jAy) (4.4)
The sample mean and mean square of the grid divergence computed over all grid cells
for a particular random velocity realization are:
(AQ)
S[Q
1 i=N• i=Nj
(Ni - 1)(Nj -1) i= AQj=2
1 i=Ni j=N,
= EE [A Qi"]2
=(Ni - 1)(Nj - 1)=2 3 j=2 (4.5)
The sample velocity covariances measures computed over all grid cells for a particular
random velocity field realization are:
Rv v (lAx, mAy)
Rvv, (lA, mAy)
Rv,,v (lAx, mAy)
1 i=Ni i=Nj
= NiN- EE VrVi 
Vl+l,j+m
1 i=Nj j=NJ
N~  _ E E VlVtl"+
i =1 =l
1 i=N1 j=N
N =N1E E 1 j j+N ji=1 j=1
I = 0,. - ,NLi - l,m - 0,. - ,NLj - 1
where Ni and Nj are the number of grid points, and NLj and NLj are number of lags in
the x and y directions. The above discrete sample covariance functions are unbiased
estimators of ensemble values . They take advantage of the periodicity properties of
(4.6)
a discrete random field Y* [Brigham, 1974]:
i+l = i+l-NLj, if i+I > NL
j+m = j+m-NLj, if j + m > NL (4.7)
where NLj < Nj/2 and NLj < Nj/2 due to the periodicity property of discrete
covariance functions in sample space. In a Monte Carlo simulation, the ensemble
mean and standard deviations of all the two divergence measures and the sample
covariances can be calculated by averaging the statistics of a single realization over
the total number of realizations N,.
The theoretical ensemble values for the grid divergence measures can be found by
inserting ( 4.4) into ( 4.5) and taking the expectation of the result. Appendix B
shows , when this is done, that the ensemble divergence measures should converge to
zero as Ax and Ay approach zero.
4.4 Convergence analysis by Monte Carlo simu-
lations
This point can be investigated by conducting an experiment with a fixed domain size
of L/A = 8 and a decreasing dimensionless isotropic grid spacing Az/A = Ay/A.
Fig. D-3 shows the ensemble statistics for 50 realizations. The normalized ensemble
mean of AQ and S2Q are plotted as circles. The vertical bars show ±2 standard
deviation intervals around the mean, which quickly become too small to be notice-
able. In this plot, we see that the ensemble mean and standard deviation of the grid
divergence measures practically converge to zero when the grid spacing decreases to a
finite small value. This is consistent with the analytical result in Appendix B, which
implies that velocities generated with our FFT technique conserve mass perfectly in
the limit as Ax and Ay approach to zero.
Fig. D-4 shows the ensemble statistics for a total of 100 realizations. Each realization
has an isotropic uniform grid spacing of Ax/A = Ay/A = 1/2, a grid size N of
128 x 128 and a domain of size L,/A = Ly/A = 64. Part (a) of the figure shows
the ensemble covariance function in the horizontal and vertical directions as circles
and stars, respectively. These are to be compared to the corresponding analytical
covariance functions for Vx in the solid and dashed lines. Part (b) of the figure shows
the ensemble and the analytical covariance functions for Vx in the direction 450 cross
the mean flow as circles and solid lines, respectively. Part (c) and (d) of the figure
compare the ensemble and analytical covariance functions for Vy in the mean flow
and 450 cross the mean flow directions, respectively. Part (e) and (f) of the figure
compare the ensemble and analytical cross-covariance functions between Vx and Vy
in the directions ±45' cross the mean flow. We notice that convergence is attained in
100 realizations except at large separation distances in part (e) and (f) of the figure.
The deviations in this case can be expected to disappear if the number of realizations
is increased.
The Monte Carlo experiments discussed in the above examples show that the cross-
correlated velocity fields generated with the FFT algorithm are capable of reproduc-
ing the covariance functions derived from a stochastic analysis of the linearized flow
equation. The mass is shown to be conserved in the sense that the grid divergence
measures reach zero as the grid spacings approach zero. This is conceptually compa-
rable to the velocity fields obtained directly from a flow solver, whose grid divergence
measures are also random variables and are expected to converge to zero as the grid
spacings approach zero.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis we propose an alternative spectral representation which uses a random
phase angle variable. This simple representation has immediate computational ad-
vantages. It allows us to generate two uncorrelated multidimensional random fields
in a single Fourier transform. The generated random fields in multidimensional space
are no longer required to possess any symmetry properties for reasons explained in
the Discrete Implementation section. This leads to the generation of unsymmetric
random fields with an efficient use of computational storage, which is important in
the case of large multidimensional and multivariate random field generations.
The present multivariate random field generator is then used to generate cross-
correlated random velocity fields in two dimensional space. A convergence analysis
shows that these cross-correlated random velocity fields conserve mass in the sense
that the limits of the grid divergence measures approach zero when the grid inter-
val has finite small values. We also show that the ensemble covariance and cross-
covariance functions also converge to their analytical values. We conclude that the
direct generation of velocity fields using the present method is a valid approach.
Our FFT based random field generator is attractive due to the simple formulation
and the widely availability of two dimensional FFT routines. The stepwise guidelines
used to select the approximation parameters insure the proper discrete generation of
a random field. The direct FFT approach is also ideal for generating random fields
with high anisotropy ratios, high geometric aspect ratios and with spatial averaging
by the use of a spectral averaging window in the spectral kernel [Mantaglou, 1988].
There are many interesting applications for the present efficient random field gener-
ator. For example, we can synthesize a three dimensional layered soil media, where
the sand size or correlation scales for hydraulic conductivity in each layer is different.
Moreover, the interface between different layers may be non-uniform which can be
determined from the actual survey data. We can also generate a multiple scale ran-
dom field by following two steps. In the first step we obtain a random field of the big
scale in a coarse grid, in the second step we obtain another random field of the small
scale in a fine grid. The two fields can be combined by conditioning the random field
of the small scale on the first one in the area where the two fields overlap.
A challenging application of a synthetically generated random field is to properly
incorporate physical measurements. In groundwater hydrology, actual measurements
may come from laboratory experiments, field tests, ground penetrating radar, re-
mote sensing or even from satellites. The important question is how to incorporate
these measurements collected at different scales through the conditioning and the ac-
counting of physical laws, in order to make reasonable hydrological inferences. This
interesting question well deserve further investigations.
Appendix A
Ensemble Covariance of Random
Functions based on the
Alternative Spectral
Representation
In this appendix we are going to prove the correlation relations in ( 2.24). We start
by noticing that the spectral factorization function zi(k) is complex in general:
zi(k) = zRi(k)+ Lzi(k) (A - 1)
where zRi(k) and zzi(k) in the above equation are related to the real and the imaginary
parts of complex Sij(k):
= cij(k) - Lgij(k)Sij(k)
where cj (k)
gij(k)
= zRi(k)ZR 3(k) + zji(k)zzj(k)
= ZRi(k)zlj(k) - zzi(k)zRj(k)
The covariance function of a multivariate random field is related to its spectral density
function by the Fourier transfrom:
Rij(x) = e'kxS"a(k)dk
-oo
(A - 3)
the above integration is p fold. A real valued random field has a real R2j(x), which
implies that the cospectrum cij(k) and the quadrature spectrum gij(k) have the fol-
lowing property in order to drop the imaginary part of ( A-3):
J sin(kx)p(k)zRi(k)dk = 0
-co
J cos(kx)p(k)zzi(k)dk = 0 (A-4)
J-OO
This property can be shown by expanding ( A-3) in a way similar to the expansion
in ( 2.18). In order to show the correlation properties within a multivariate random
field, the following trigonometry identities are needed [Gradshteyn 1980]:
cosa cos/3
sina sin#3
sina cosf
cosa sinf3
= [cos(a - 3) + cos(a + /)]
1
= [cos(a - i) - cos(a + /)]
1
= 2-[sin(a - 8)' sin(a + 3)1
= 2[sin(a - 3) - sin(a + 3)]2 (A-5)
We now derive the covariance function between the real part of process Yi at x and
(A-2)
the real part of process Yj at x'. This expectation is expanded into four parts using
( 2.22):
E[YRi(x)YR3(x')] = E { j [cos(kx + Ok)zRi(k) - sin(kx + Ok)zi(k)]
[cos(k'x' + Oki)zRj(k') - sin(k'x' + Oki)zj(k')]dkdk'}
= { J E[cos(kx + Ok)cos(k'x' + Ok)]zR(k)zRj(k')
-E[cos(kx + Ok)sin(k'x' + Ok,)]zRi(k)zzj(k')
-E[sin(kx + Ok)cos(k'x' + Ok,)]z1(k)zRj(k')
+ E[sin(kx + Ok)sin(k'x' + Oks)]zzi(k)zIj(k')} dkdk' (A-6)
where the random pahse angle O(k) at a particular wave number k is a random process
uniformly distributed between [0, 2r], and has a probability density function ordinate
1/27r. We next consider the first term in the last line of the above equation integrated
over k'. If k' # k, the two phase angle Ok and Ok, are uncorrelated ( 2.20):
0 0 000
00 E[cos(kx + Ok) cos(k'x' + Ok,)]zRi(k)zRj(k')dkdk'
0= o 0 [j 2cos(kx + Ok + Bk)dOk cos(k'x' + dOki)] zRi(k)zRj(k')dkdk'
= 0 (A-7)
The double integral is non-zero only at the same wave number k' = k, when the
double integral is reduced into single integral, which is then averaged at the random
phase angle threshold 0 using the identity given in ( A-5):
S E[cos(kx + Ok) cos(k'x' + Ok,)]zRi(k)zRj(k')dkdk'
= E[cos(kx + Ok) cos(kx'+ Ok)]zRi(k)zRj(k)dk
4 • J-oo r[cos(kx + kx'+ Ok + Ok) + cos(kx - kx' + Ok - k)]ZRi(k)zRj(k)dOdk
2 -_ cos(k(x - x'))zRi(k)zRj(k)dk (A-8)
The above derivation shows that zRi(k')zRj(k) is effectively taken out of the inner
integral as zRi(k)zRj(k). Similar relations can also be obtained as follows by analyzing
the other three integral terms in the last equality of ( A-6):
J•_ E[sin(kx + 9(k)) sin(k'x' + 0(k'))]zzi(k')zzj(k)dk'dk
S 4j cos(k(x - x'))zzi(k)z1j(k)dk (A-9)
J. J E[cos(kx + O(k)) sin(k'x' + 0(k'))]zRi(k')zij(k)dk'dk = 0
_ 0_ 0 E[sin(kx + 0(k)) cos(k'x' + 0(k'))]zzi(k')zR(k)dk'dk = 0
( A-6) can now be further reduced, and the last equality of the following equation
requires ( A-4):
E[YRi(x)YRj(x')] 0= • [cos(k(x - x'))(zRi(k)zRj(k) + zji(k)z1j(k))
-sin(k(x - x'))(zRi(k)zij(k) - zzi(k)zRj(k))]dk (A-10)
1 00
Sf cos(k(x - x'))c)3 (k)dk - sin(k(x - x'))gi(k)dk
= R((x 
- x')
The other three covariance funtions are derived following the sane procedure as above:
S -oo cos(k(x - x'))c 3(k)dk - sin(k(x - x'))gii(k)dk
= R~j((x - x')
S- cos(k(xx) k - xl))gij(k)dk - j sin(k(x - x'))cij(k)dk
= 0 (A-Il)
S-- [ cos(k(x - x'))gi3(k)dk - sin(k(x - x'))ci(k)dk]
=0
This shows that a single transform gives two statistically equivalent but indepen-
dent multivariate random fields YR(x) and YI(x) satisfying the mean and covariance
equations:
E[YRi(x)] = E[Yi(x)] = 0, (A - 12)
E[YRi(xl)Ylj(X 2)]
E[YRi(x1)YRj(x2)]
= E[Yli(xl)YRj(X 2 )] = 0
= E[Yli(xl)YIj(x2)] = 1/2Rj(xi - x2),
(A-13)
E[YRi(x)Ylj(x')]
E[Yji(x)YRj(x')]
i = 17 ... m
Appendix B
Ensemble Values of the Grid
Divergence Measures
In this appendix we show the convergence of the ensemble statistics of the mean and
mean square of the grid divergence ( 4.4). We begin by substituting ( 4.4) into ( 4.5):
(Ni - 1)(N- 1) i=2 j=2 2 + V ']- [ ' +
A {[v~' + VW- '"]
Vid = Vx(iAx, jAy)
- [V'i 1 Vy(A1,j-y)
Výj = Vy(iAxjAy)
(AQ)
where (B-l)
S,2 i= =Nj + +
6, Q 1 y V4, + -1 -1V-1,I +V ,SQ = (N - 1)(Nj - 1) z [{[ 'V-]-[v-'v-'-]}i=2[V + V ] [V=2 + (B-2)
+ AX. .. . . 2(
The expectation of ( B-1) and ( B-2) are:
E[(AQ)] = 0 (B - 3)
AY 2  AX2 AXAY4A,(Rvxvx) + A2(Rvvy) + 4A(Rv )4 4 4
where
= 4Rvv,(O,O) - 4Rvxvx(AX,O) + 4Rvxvx(0, AY)
-2RvXvX(AX, AY) - 2Rvxvx(AX, -AY)
= 4Rvv(0, 0) + 4Rvv(AX, 0) - 4Rvv(0, AY)
-2Rvyvy(AX, AY) - 2Rvyvy(-AX, AY)
= Rvvy(-AX, AY) + Rv•v(AX, -AY)
-Rvxvy(AX, AY) - Rvxv(-AX, -AY)
The above equations show that the ensemble values of the grid divergence measures
approach zero as the grid spacing approaches zero. They also gives analytical expres-
sions for the ensemble means obtained for a given values of grid spacings.
E[SaQ] =
A(Rvxvx)
A2 (Rvvry)
As(Rvxvy)
(B-4)
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Figure D-1: An example of a coarse discretization with the x-axis is the wave number
k and y-axis is the normalized spectral factorization function z/of, where N = 4,
Az/A = 1.4 and L/A = 6.4. The wave number spacing is Ak/KMao = 0.5.
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Figure D-2: An improved example of a fine discretization, with y-axis is the normal-
ized spectral factorization function z/of, where N = 32, Az/A = 0.5 and L/A = 16.
The wave number spacing is Ak/KMao = 0.063.
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Figure D-3: Convergence of grid cell divergence measures, where the vertical bar is
the +2 standard deviation interval for a measure; the x-axis is the normalized grid
step log2(Az/A) and the y-axis for (a) is the normalized ensemble mean of the grid
divergence measure n(AQ)/oTfKGJ in circles (b) is the normalized ensemble mean of
the measure nE[S•Q]/cr KJ in circles.
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Figure D-4: Comparison of normalized ensemble covariance functions n 2R/K J 2 from
100 realizations to the analytical covariance functions, where Ax/A, = Ay/Al = 1/2,
L,/A, = L,/A, = 64, and a size of 128 x 128, with x-axis is the dimensionless
separation distances and y-axis is (a) Rvy in the horizontal and vertical direction,
(b) Rv, in the cross 450 from the mean flow,(c) Rv, in the horizontal direction,(d)
Rv, in the cross 450 from the mean flow, (e) and (f) Ryxv, in the cross ±450 from
the mean flow. 53
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Figure D-5: Two dimensional isotropic hydraulic conductivity field with L,/Al =Ly/4, = 32, Az/A. = Ay/A, = 1/2, and N = 64 x 64 using exponential spectraldensity function.
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Figure D-6: Two dimensional isotropic hydraulic conductivity field with L/AI =
L,y/, = 32, Az/Ac = Ay/Ay = 1/2, and N = 64 x 64 using Whittle-A spectral
density function.
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Figure D-7: I
LY/, = 32, /
function.
[wo dimensional isotropic hydraulic conductivity field with L,/A• =
z/A, = Ay/A, = 1/2, and N = 64 x 64 using Gaussian spectral density
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Figure D-8: Two dimensional anisotropic Gaussian hydraulic conductivity fields, with
Az/A- = Ay/A, = 0.5, and the anisotropy ratio." (i) A•/A• = 1 in the upper real-
ization, with L,/A, = 96 and LI/A, = 32 (ii) A,/A• , = 4 in the middle realization,
with L./Al = 24 and L,/A, = 32 (iii) A•/A, = 16 in the bottom realization, with
L,/A, = 6 and L,/AI = 32.
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Figure D-9: A pair of Whittle-A cross-correlated velocity fields, the upper left is Vx,the bottom left is the covariance surface contour for Vx; the upper right is Vy, the
bottom right is the covariance surface contour for Vy.
